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AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-82555)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (105-8342)(P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS - F - CUBA
(CO: Dallas)

Re Bultel 6/2/64 instructing Miami submit LIM summary on Fair Play for Cuba Committee (FPCC).

Enclosed are five copies LIM on FPCC dated 6/3/64.

Sources referred to in the LIM are:

FSI ELIO QUINTERO contacted 11/6/61 (MM 134-488)

FEDERICO OTERO CALERO, contacted 5/20/62 (MM 105-3040-294)

MM-801-S contacted 10/15/63 (MM 134-744 Sub A92).

3 - Bureau (Enc.5)(AM)(RM)
2 - Dallas (100-10461)(Enc.2)(AM)(RM)
2 - Miami
1 - 105-3040
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